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Secretary Announces OPP Participation
On June 18, Secretary of Agriculture, Mike Espy
officially announced the level of participation in
the 1993 Options Pilot Program. Following is a
breakdown of the enrollment by county:
CORN
Champaign,
Logan, IL
Shelby, IL
Total
Bushels Producers
(mil.)
IL 4.320
2.485
2.090
8.895
233
130
152
515
Carroll, IN 1.005 49
Clinton, IN .885 38
Tippecanoe,
Total
IN 1.285
3.175
73
160
Boone, lA 1.125 91
Grundy, lA
Hardin, lA
3.070
3.735
153
128
Total 7.930 372
Grand Total 20.000 1,047
WHEAT
Champaign
Logan
Shelby
(000)
5
20
1
4
SOYBEANS
Champaign
Logan
Shelby
(000)
355
60
145
38
7
18
Data compiled by the Chicago Board of Trade
indicated that the volume of trade in $2.90
December corn put options totaled 7,384
contracts through June 23, 1993. The volume of
trading was heaviest in the last 10 days before
the June 15 deadline for producers to buy the
options (Table 1). At the end of trading on June
21 open interest (the number of open contracts)
stood at 778. The low level of open interest
suggests that most producers held the put
options for only a short period of time before
offsetting. This confirms reports that the most
popular strategy for producers was completing
all transactions, including pricing the corn, in one
day.
Information on Electronic News Services
We have started providing some information
about the Options Pilot Program on two of the
major electronic news service systems. That
information consists of one page of relevant
prices and one or two pages of commentary.
The price page is updated each morning and
brings together the closing prices of December
1993 and March 1994 corn futures, March 1994
soybean futures, September 1 993 and December
1993 wheat futures and put options for each of
those contracts. In addition, the harvest bid for
new crop corn for one location in each
participating country and soybean and wheat
bids for Illinois counties are presented. The
commentary pages will be updated each
Thursday morning.
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Program Update FMHA V. Commissioner
In mid-June, the ASCS announced the following
amendments to the operating procedures for the
Options Pilot Program:
— The deadline for submitting evidence of
purchasing a put option shall be the later of:
• 2 weeks after purchasing the put option
• 2 weeks after the producer is notified of
this deadline
— The producer must provide documentation
that shows when the crop is priced, such as
copies of contracts or bills of sale.
— Documentation (of the sale) shall include:
• Buyer's name and address
• Broker's or brokerage firm's name and
address, if applicable
• Producer's name and address
• Commodity
• Sale date
• Number of bushels priced
• Price paid
— The deadline for submitting evidence is the
later of two weeks after:
• Pricing the grain, if priced
• Applicable action occurs, if not priced
• Being notified of this deadline
— The following is an example of an action that
is not considered pricing.
• Basis Contract. Producers lock in the
basis but not the price level as reflected in
the futures market. The basis is the
difference between the futures price level
and the local price level.
— Producers who are enrolled in 0/92, are seed
corn producers, or have the enrolled crop
affected by natural disaster can:
• Earn premium payments but are required
to hold the option until the last 2 weeks of
trading to earn incentive payments if there
is not enough grain available to cover the
put option.
• Liquidate the options by selling and not
waiting until the last 2 weeks of trading if
there is not enough grain to cover the put
option. Premium payments shall be kept
by the producer, but incentive payments
shall not be earned since the grain was
not priced.
in mid-June, the U.S. Tax Court rendered a
decision on the case of Federal National
Mortgage Association (FMHA, or Fannie Mae) vs.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, referred to in
last month's newsletter. Quoting from the Wall
Street Journal of June 21, 1993:
'The court ruled that the hedging losses Fannie
Mae incurred in 1984 and 1985 were 'ordinary'
losses and could be deducted from taxable
income. The Intemal Revenue Sen/ice had
contended that these were really capital losses,
usable only to offset capital gains, and was
seeking $131 million from Fannie Mae."
'In its ruling, the Tax Court broadly defined the
types of assets on which hedges would receive
ordinary tax treatment, including accounts
receivable, or money owed to a company.
Further, the court granted companies greater
discretion in setting up hedges by rejecting the
IRS's narrow contention that hedges had to be
substantially the same as the assets being
hedged.'
While the IRS has 90 days to appeal the Tax
Court decision, the ruling expanded the definition
of hedging spelled out in the 1988 Supreme
Court decision, Arkansas Best vs Commissioner.
In addition to being a much more favorable
ruling for the tax treatment of agricultural
hedges, the case may set the stage for
legislation to clarify the tax treatment of hedges.
Tracking Alternative Corn Marltetinq
Strategies
For the past 6 months we have outlined four
basic alternative marketing strategies for
producers participating in the target price
alternative of the Options Pilot Program. These
basic strategies include:
a. Buy $2.90 December put options, price the
corn, and offset the options in a very short
time, even the same day.
b. Buy put options and then price corn and
offset the options later (on the same day).
c. Buy put options and price corn on the same
day and then offset options later.
d. Buy put options, price corn, offset put
options, and buy call options all on the same
day.
Table 1. Closing Prices of December 1993 Com Futures and 290 Put Options, and Volume and Open
Interest for 290 Put Options
Futures
Options
Date Premium Volume Open Interest
cents per bushel
Prior to May 3 - - 420 --
May 3 241.75 51.75 10 128
4 239.25 54.00 50 144
5 239.25 53.75 185 179
6 240.50 53.25 347 215
7 239.25 53.75 222 251
10 236.25 57.00 173 291
11 238.25 55.00 121 331
12 242.50 51.50 27 345
13 240.25 52.50 67 362
14 239.75 53.63 45 369
17 237.75 55.25 106 405
18 239.25 53.75 48 419
19 236.75 56.00 14 415
20 239.25 53.00 116 440
21 239.25 53.50 31 452
24 239.00 53.75 169 496
25 236.75 56.00 173 468
26 237.75 54.75 105 482
27 235.75 56.00 179 480
28 236.00 56.00 58 493
June 1 230.50 60.50 176 491
2 229.75 61.00 472 548
3 229.25 61.25 386 542
4 231.50 60.50 336 589
7 234.75 56.50 250 640
8 233.00 58.25 334 652
9 232.25 58.50 401 711
10 229.75 60.75 537 744
11 226.75 63.25 511 777
14 227.00 64.00 664 816
15 226.50 64.75 515 860
16 228.00 63.00 52 839
17 229.75 61.50 47 819
18 231.75 61.50 12 812
21 233.00 59.75 18 793
22 223.75 60.00 7 789
23 223.75 59.50 778
TOTAL -- -- 7384 -
Figures compiled by David D. Lehman, Economic Analysis and Planning, Chicago Board of Trade.
Table 2. Summary of Strategy A —
B — Buy Puts and Then Price Com
Buy Puts, Price Com, Sell Puts on the Same Day and Strategy
and Sell Puts Later
Date'
Option
Premium''
(1)
Com Price"
(2)
Incentive
Payment
(3)
Transaction
Cost
(4)
Net Price
(1 +2+3-4)
cents per bushel
May 3 51.75 2.30 15.00 2.00 294.75
4 54.00 2.27 15.00 2.00 294.00
5 53.75 2.27 15.00 2.00 293.75
6 52.25 2.28 15.00 2.00 294.25
7 53.75 2.27 15.00 2.00 293.75
10 57.00 2.24 15.00 2.00 294.00
11 55.00 2.26 15.00 2.00 294.00
12 51.50 2.30 15.00 2.00 294.50
13 52.50 2.28 15.00 2.00 293.50
14 53.63 2.28 15.00 2.00 294.63
17 55.25 2.26 15.00 2.00 294.25
18 53.75 2.27 15.00 2.00 293.75
19 56.00 2.25 15.00 2.00 294.00
20 53.00 2.27 15.00 2.00 294.00
21 53.50 2.27 15.00 2.00 293.50
24 53.75 2.27 15.00 2.00 293.75
25 56.00 2.25 15.00 2.00 294.00
26 54.75 2.26 15.00 2.00 293.75
27 56.00 2.24 15.00 2.00 293.00
28 56.00 2.23 15.00 2.00 292.00
June 1 60.50 2.17 15.00 2.00 290.50
2 61.00 2.17 15.00 2.00 291 .00
3 61.25 2.17 15.00 2.00 291.25
4 60.50 2.23 15.00 2.00 296.50
7 56.50 2.27 15.00 2.00 296.50
8 58.25 2.20 15.00 2.00 291.25
9 58.50 2.18 15.00 2.00 289.50
10 60.75 2.16 15.00 2.00 289.75
11 63.25 2.13 15.00 2.00 289.25
14 64.00 2.13 15.00 2.00 290.00
15 64.75 2.12 15.00 2.00 289.75
16^ 63.00 2.14 15.00 2.00 290.00
17 61.50 2.16 15.00 2.00 290.50
18 61.50 2.18 15.00 2.00 291.50
21 59.75 2.19 15.00 2.00 291.75
22 60.00 2.20 15.00 2.00 293.00
23 59.50 2.20 15.00 2.00 292.75
' For Strategy B, date refers to date corn is priced and put option sold.
'' Closing price. Assumes the same buying and selling price for Strategy A.
" Harvest delivery.
"^ Strategy B only from June 16 through June 23.
Table 3. Summary of Strategy C — Buy Puts and Price Com on Same Day, Sell Puts Later — Selected Dates
Date Com
Priced'
Date Puts
Sold
Com Price
(1)
Option
Premium"
(2)
Incentive
Payment
(3)
Transaction
Cost
(4)
Net Price
(1+2+3-4)
cents per bushel
Mays May 10 2.30 57.00 15.00 2.00 300.00
17 2.30 55.25 15.00 2.00 298.25
24 2.30 53.75 15.00 2.00 296.75
June 1 2.30 60.50 15.00 2.00 303.50
7 2.30 56.50 15.00 2.00 299.50
14 2.30 64.00 15.00 2.00 307.00
21 2.30 59.75 15.00 2.00 302.75
May 10 May 17 2.24 55.25 15.00 2.00 292.25
24 2.24 53.75 15.00 2.00 290.75
June 1 2.24 60.50 15.00 2.00 297.50
7 2.24 56.50 15.00 2.00 293.50
14 2.24 64.00 15.00 2.00 301.00
21 2.24 59.75 15.00 2.00 296.75
May 17 May 24 2.26 53.75 15.00 2.00 292.75
June 1 2.26 60.50 15.00 2.00 299.50
7 2.26 56.50 15.00 2.00 295.50
14 2.26 64.00 15.00 2.00 303.00
21 2.26 59.75 15.00 2.00 298.75
May 24 June 1 2.27 60.50 15.00 2.00 300.50
7 2.27 56.50 15.00 2.00 296.50
14 2.27 64.00 15.00 2.00 304.00
21 2.27 59.75 15.00 2.00 299.75
June 1 June 7 2.17 56.50 15.00 2.00 286.50
14 2.17 64.00 15.00 2.00 294.00
21 2.17 59.75 15.00 2.00 289.75
June 7 June 14 2.27 64.00 15.00 2.00 304.00
21 2.27 59.75 15.00 2.00 299.75
June 14 June 21 2.13 59.75 15.00 2.00 285.75
° Put option purchased the same day.
" Value of option when it was sold.
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Table 4. Summary of Strategy D — Buy Puts, Price Com, Sell Puts, Buy Calls on the Same Day
Additional
Net Price Change in Call Transaction
Strategy A Premium* Fee" Net Price
(1) (2) (3) (1 -1-2-3)
cents per bushel
May 3 294.75 -4.25 1.00 289.50
4 294.00 -3.00 1.00 290.00
5 293.75 -2.75 1.00 290.00
6 294.25 -3.25 1.00 290.00
7 293.75 -2.75 1.00 290.00
10 294.00 N.A. 1.00 N.A.
11 294.00 -2.50 1.00 290.50
12 294.50 -4.00 1.00 289.50
13 293.50 -3.00 1.00 289.50
14 294.63 -2.50 1.00 291.13
17 294.25 -1.25 1.00 292.00
18 293.75 -2.25 1.00 290.50
19 294.00 -0.75 1.00 292.25
20 294.00 -2.00 1.00 291.00
21 293.50 -1.75 1.00 290.75
24 293.75 -2.63 1.00 290.12
25 294.00 -0.25 1.00 292.75
26 293.75 -1.00 1.00 291.75
27 293.00 0.25 1.00 292.75
28 292.00 0.25 1.00 291 .75
June 1 290.50 3.25 1.00 292.75
2 291.00 3.50 1.00 293.50
3 291.25 3.63 1.00 293.88
4 296.50 3.25 1.00 298.75
7 296.50 1.50 1.00 297.00
8 291.25 2.50 1.00 292.75
9 289.50 2.88 1.00 291.38
10 289.75 3.50 1.00 292.25
11 289.25 4.75 1.00 293.00
14 290.00 4.63 1.00 293.63
15 289.75 6.50 1.00 295.25
' Change in premium value of $2.40 December 1993 call option from date in the table through June 23.
" Assumes call options are still being held.
Strategy A has apparently been the most popular
strategy. The reason may be two-fold. First, this
strategy results in little, if any, gain or loss from
changes in the value of the option and thus
minimizes the income tax issue. Second, some
brokers did not require producers to post the
option premium if the transaction was completed
in the same day. Strategy A, basically gives the
producer a "deficiency payment" equal to the
option premium plus the incentive payment.
Strategy B gives the producer downside price
protection, but allows speculation on the
relationship between the price of corn and the
option premium. To date, the premium on the
$2.90 December put option has reflected mostly
intrinsic value. However, if prices become more
volatile, the time value will increase. By waiting
to sell the option, the producer may be able to
profit from the time value. That is, if corn prices,
become more volatile and trend higher, the value
of the option will decline, but not as much as the
price of corn goes up. This strategy has very
little risk since the premiums currently carry very
little time value. The greater risks might be in
basis speculation. If corn futures move higher,
basis may weaken. While basis contracts are
not considered pricing for the OPP, they can be
used to protect the basis until the corn is priced.
Strategy C is the most speculative of the
alternatives. Pricing corn and waiting to offset
the option means the producer is speculating on
the value of the option. That premium will
increase if corn futures decline and vice versa.
Strategy D may have also been a popular
strategy. It is Strategy A with one additional
transaction involved. Buying call options gives
the producer price protection in the case of a
major rally in corn prices after the corn has been
priced.
It is useful to evaluate the performance of each
of these strategies to date. The evaluation is
somewhat difficult, however, because of the
large number of combinations of dates of
purchasing put options, pricing corn, and
offsetting options. For Strategy D, the outcome
is also influenced by the date the call options
were purchased and the strike price of those
options. In addition, there is significant variation
in the new crop corn basis across the
participating counties. Finally, there has been
relatively little variation in the price of December
corn futures and the value of the $2.90
December put option. Tables 2-4 summarize the
results of these four basic strategies with the
following simplifying assumptions:
• Corn is priced using a cash contract
• Corn prices reflect the basis in east central
Illinois
• When put options are bought and sold on the
same day, the premium is the same for the
purchase and sale
• The closing value of the premium is used
• Transaction costs amount to 1 cent per
bushel per transaction
• The starting date for evaluation is May 3, 1 993
Strategy A is the easiest to evaluate and is
presented in Table 2. From May 3 through June
15, (the deadline for buying put options) the net
price for Strategy A varied from 289.75 cents per
bushel on June 1 1 to 296.50 on June 4 and 7.
The differences in net price reflect slight changes
in the time value of the $2.90 puts and variation
in the basis.
Table 2 is also used to summarize the results of
Strategy B. Since the producer is reimbursed for
the cost of the option, the date of purchase is
not important for Strategy B (offsetting the put
and pricing corn at a later date). The dates in
Table 2 refer to the dates the corn was priced
and options sold under Strategy B. It is
assumed that these last 2 transactions occur on
the same date. It is possible that put options
were purchased, then on a later day the corn
priced, and then sometime later the puts sold.
That alternative is not evaluated here.
To compare Strategy A to Strategy B, consider
the following examples. Put options are
purchased on May 10. Under Strategy A, the
producer immediately prices corn and offsets the
option for a net price of 294 cents per bushel. If
under Strategy B, the producer held the options
until June 10 and then priced corn and offset the
option, the net price was 289.75 cents per
bushel.
Strategy C is more difficult to evaluate because
of the large number of possible combinations of
dates. The possible outcomes are illustrated in
Table 3 which show only 28 combinations of
dates of pricing corn and offsetting the options.
The net price, however, shows relatively more
variation, from 285.785 cents to 307 cents. The
variation reflects changing premium values and
basis levels. The highest price outcome involved
pricing corn at a high price (and strong basis) on price tor Strategy D has been in a very narrow
May 3 and offsetting the option on June 14 when range, from 289.50 cents to 298.75 cents per
corn prices had declined and the put premium bushel,
increased.
Strategy D assumes that $2.40 December call
options were purchased on the same day of the
put option transactions in Strategy A, and that Issued by
the producer still owned those call options on Darrel Good William Uhrig
June 23. There are a large number of alternative University of Illinois Purdue University
outcomes possible under this strategy,
depending on when the call options were Robert Wisner
actually purchased and sold. To date, the net Iowa State University
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More on Income Tax Treatment of Hedges
The June 17, 1993, decision by the U.S. Tax Court in
FNMA V. Commissioner provides a great deal of
assurance that connmodity hedges, including short
sales, will produce ordinary gain or loss treatment.
Another case, Gather v. United States, is pending
before the Court of Federal Claims. Cather involves
hedging of beef cattle and feed grains, including the
use of various options strategies (puts and calls).
Messages in FNMA
In the FNMA case, the Federal National Mortgage
Association had hedged debentures and mortgages
with short sales of U.S. Treasury securities. Losses
were deducted as ordinary losses. IRS objected,
citing the 1988 U.S. Supreme Course case of
Arkansas Best Corp. v. Commissioner, for the
proposition that the gains and losses were properly
from capital transactions. That meant resulting
capital losses could be offset against capital gains but
not against ordinary income (individuals are allowed
to deduct up to $3,000 of capital losses against
ordinary income before carrying over excess capital
losses).
The Tax Court held that the FNMA transactions were
hedges and that closing out the hedges resulted in
ordinary gain and losses. The court noted that the
transactions were meant to offset the risk of changes
in interest rates and were, therefore, true hedges. In
response to the IRS argument that FNMA had not
offset all of its risk, an argument sometimes made
with commodity futures transactions, the court said:
'A taxpayer is not required to negate its entire risk, nor
must it hedge every transaction in order to locl( in a
particular return, since hedges by their very nature are
meant to avoid risic of loss (similar to insurance), but not
necessarily all risk to which a taxpayer is exposed.
"
In deciding that the losses on the hedges were
ordinary losses rather than capital losses, the court
concluded that short positions as well as long
positions could reduce price risk and that it was not
necessary for ordinary gain and loss treatment for the
hedge to be in the same asset that the taxpayer
owns or intends to acquire. The court explained that
for the hedging position to be eligible for ordinary gain
or loss treatment, the hedging transactions must have
been integrally related to the purchasing and holding
of the assets hedged. In the FNMA case, the court
concluded that the hedges bore a close enough
relationship to FNMA's mortgages to be excluded
from the definition of a capital asset.
Cather Case
In Catfier v. United States, a decision isnl expected
for several months. In Cather, the taxpayer used
combined options strategies to limit price risks in
connection with their feedlot and farming operations.
The hedging strategy before the court involved
purchasing puts to establish minimum selling prices
for cattle. In addition, the taxpayer sold calls above
the strike price of the purchased put options in order
to offset the cost of the puts. This strategy ensured
a minimum price for their cattle and at the same time
reduced the cost of purchasing the price protection.
The taxpayers also occasionally purchased puts and
sold calls, selling put options at strike prices below
the purchased puts. This strategy limited the
downside risk from declines in price. Using these
strategies, the taxpayers reduced the cost of
purchasing protection from losses resulting from a
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decline in cattle prices (the long put) by giving up
son>e of their potential profits from a price rise (the
short call).
IRS allowed ordinary loss treatment on losses from
the purchased put options but insisted that the sold
call options were speculative and produced capital
losses. The taxpayers argued that the transactions
were hedges and were an integral part of their
management of property held for sale. The taxpayers
asserted that the transactions were entered into for
prudent business purposes to hedge existing
inventory and that all losses should be ordinary
losses.
What's Next?
IRS hasnl yet indicated whether it will appeal the
FNMA case. The agency has 90 days to make that
decision. Gather poses some issues similar to those
in FNMA. While the Court of Federal Claims might
strike off in a different direction, such a move seems
unlikely. In light of FNMA, the Court of Federal
Claims is likely to hokj the combined options
strategies to be hedges entitled to ordinary loss (and
gain) treatment.
Prepared by: Neil E. Harl, Charles F. Curtis, Distinguished
Professor In Agriculture and Professor of Economics, Iowa
State University: Member of the Iowa Bar.
Review of Loan Rate Alternative
Beginning at harvest, participants in the soybean
portion of the Option Pilot Program and those corn
producers who enrolled in the loan rate alternative,
will t>e eligible to purchase put options. Following is
a review of the operating procedures for the loan rate
alternative.
« Producers must purchase $2.00 March 1994 corn put
options and $5.50 March 1994 soybean put options.
[In late July those options were not actively trading.]
• Producers agree to forgo price support loan benefits
on the bushels enrolled in OPP (producers receive
corn deficiency payment).
•« Those bushels enrolled in OPP may not be entered
into the Farmer-Owned Reserve t)ecause those
bushels cannot b>e placed under loan.
•« Producers may purchase the put options during the
loan availability period (after harvest, but before the
March options expire).
< Producers may purchase put options up to the
amount enrolled during the signup period.
« Producers are reimbursed for the purchase price
(premium) of the put option.
< Producers are responsible for all transaction costs of
purchasing put options.
• The premium payment will be issued when the
producer provides documentary evidence of purchas-
ing a qualifying put option.
•« The deadline of submitting evidence of purchasing
the put options is 2 weeks after purchasing the put
option.
-• The loan rate put option incentive payment is 5 cents
per bushel ($250 per option contract).
• The incentive payment will be earned after all
participation requirements have been fulfilled and the
option position has been closed.
•• The producer must provide documentation that
shows when the crop is priced.
•• The deadline for submitting the documentation is 2
weeks after the grain is priced (If it is priced) or
applicable action occur (if grain Is not phced).
•• Producers v/ill lose the incentive payment if both of
the following occur
The grain is not priced.
• The put option is sold or exercised before the last
2 weeks of trading.
« Pricing includes
cash sale
forward contract
sale to a neighboring farmer
hedged-to-arrive contract
guaranteed minimum price contract
selling futures contract
feeding the grain
-• Basis contracts are not considered pricing.
•« Producers who are enrolled in 0/92, are seed corn
producers, or have the enrolled crop affected by a
natural disaster can:
Earn premium payments but are required to hold
the option until the last 2 weeks of trading to earn
incentive payments if there Is not enough grain
available to cover the put option.
Liquidate the options by selling and not waiting
until the last 2 weeks of trading if there is not
enough grain to cover the put option. Premium
payments shall be kept by the producer, but
incentive payments shall not be earned since the
grain was not price.
Target Price Alternative Marketing Strategies
Last month we provided a general evaluation of four
basic corn marketing strategies under the target price
alternative.
Net prices ofthese strategies were calculated through
June 23. We are not updating those calculations, but
Table 1 provides all the data needed to evaluate
those strategies, as well as any other combination of
timing of pricing grain, selling puts and buying $2.40
December call options, through July 23.
Issued by
Darrel Good
University of Illinois
William Uhrig
Purdue University
Robert Wisner
Iowa State University
Table 1 . Closing Prices of December 1 993 Corn Futures, 290 December Put Options, 240 December Call
Options, and New Crop Cash Corn Prices
Date
December
Futures
290 Put
Option
240 Call
Option"
Cash
Corn"
May
June
June
July
3 241.75
4 239.25
5 239.25
6 240.50
7 239.25
10 236.25
11 238.25
12 242.50
13 240.25
14 239.75
17 237.75
18 239.25
19 236.75
20 239.25
21 239.25
24 239.00
25 236.75
26 237.75
27 237.75
28 236.00
1 230.50
2 229.25
3 229.75
4 231.50
7 234.75
8 233.00
9 232.25
10 229.75
11 226.75
14 227.00
15 226.50
16 228.00
17 229.75
18 231.75
21 233.00
22 233.75
23 233.75
24 234.25
25 233.00
28 232.75
29 233.50
30 238.25
1 246.50
2 248.75
— cents per bushel
51.75
54.00
53.75
53.25
53.75
57.00
55.00
51.50
52.50
53.63
55.25
53.75
56.00
53.00
53.50
53.75
56.00
54.75
56.00
56.00
60.50
61.00
61.25
60.50
56.50
58.25
58.50
60.75
63.25
64.00
64.75
63.00
61.50
61.50
59.75
60.00
59.50
59.00
59.38
59.50
59.00
54.50
49.00
46.75
15.50 230.00
14.25 227.00
14.00 227.00
14.50 228.00
14.00 227.00
13.00 224.00
13.75 226.00
15.25 230.00
14.25 228.00
13.75 228.00
12.50 226.00
13.50 227.00
12.00 225.00
13.25 227.00
13.00 227.00
12.50 227.00
11.50 225.00
12.25 226.00
11.00 224.00
11.00 223.00
8.00 217.00
7.75 217.00
7.63 217.00
8.00 223.00
9.75 227.00
8.75 220.00
8.38 218.00
7.75 216.00
6.50 213.00
6.38 213.00
4.75 212.00
7.38 214.00
8.75 216.00
9.25 218.00
11.25 219.00
11.13 220.00
11.25 220.00
10.75 220.00
10.38 219.00
10.00 219.00
10.25 219.00
12.50 221.00
17.25 232.00
19.25 234.00
Table 1. Closing Prices of December 1993 Corn Futures, 290 Decennber Put Options, 240 Decennber Call
Options, and New Crop Cash Corn Prices (continued)
December 290 Put 240 Call Cash
Date Futures Option Option* Corn''
cents per bushel — -
July 6 258.50 39.00 26.75 242.00
7 257.75 41.00 26.38 242.00
8 252.75 43.50 22.25 242.00
9 251.00 44.25 20.50 237.00
12 245.50 49.00 16.88 228.00
13 244.50 49.50 16.00 227.00
14 247.50 47.50 17.50 231.00
15 245.00 48.25 15.00 229.00
16 250.75 44.25 19.25 235.00
19 252.00 43.00 20.50 236.00
20 250.50 44.25 18.75 234.00
21 249.50 45.50 18.50 233.00
22 251.75 43.25 19.75 236.00
23 251.25 44.00 19.00 235.00
• Source: ]Wall Street Journal.
'' Fall delivery, east central Illinois.
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AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIG
REFERENCE ROOM
1994 Program Announced
Dn February 28, 1994 the Secretary of
\griculture announced that the Options Pilot
'rogram would be continued for 1994 crops. The
jeneral provisions of the 1994 program are
)innilar to those of the 1993 program, but a few
significant changes have been made. Following
s a run down of the major provisions of the 1994
)rogram. New or revised provisions are
dentified.
The Options Pilot Program will be offered for
corn producers in Carroll, Clinton, and
Tippecanoe counties in Indiana; Boone,
Grundy, and Hardin counties in Iowa; and
Champaign, Logan, and Shelby counties in
Illinois. These are the same counties included
in the OPP last year. Wheat has been The
OPP will be offered for soybean producers in
Champaign, Logan, and Shelby counties in
Illinois; hard red winter wheat producers in
Ford and Thomas counties in Kansas; and
hard red spring wheat producers in Barnes and
Grand Fork counties in North Dakota. Kansas
and North Dakota were not included in the
OPP last year. Wheat has been dropped from
the program in Illinois.
Fo be eligible for the OPP, corn and wheat
jroducers must enroll in and comply with the
provisions of the annual acreage reduction
program (ARP) Enrollment runs from March 1,
1994 through April 29, 1994. Soybean producers
must report planted acreage to the county ASCS
office. The Highly Erodible Land (HEL) and
Wetland Provisions are applicable under the
OPP.
Producers may participate in the program at
levels that are alternatives to either the
deficiency payments for corn and wheat
(referred to as the target price alternative) or
loan rate protection for all three crops (referred
to as the marketing loan alternative).
Producers who participate in the OPP at the
target price equivalent strike price level (target
price alternative) agree:
• For corn, to purchase at least one
December 1994 Chicago Board of Trade
(CBOT) put option with a strike phce of
$2.90 on or before June 15, 1994.
• For wheat in Kansas, to purchase at least
one September 1994 Kansas City Board of
Trade (KCBOT) put option with a strike
price of $4.20 on or before May 15, 1994.
• For wheat in North Dakota, to purchase at
least one September 1994 Minneapolis
State • County • Local Groups • U.S. Department of Agriculture Cooperating
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Grain Exchange (MGE) put option with a strike
price of $4.20 on or before May 15, 1994.
• To forego deficiency payments and CCC
price support loan and loan deficiency
benefits on those bushels enrolled.
• To forego participation at the price support
equivalent strike price level (marketing loan
alternative) with respect to such bushels.
Producers who participate at the price support
equivalent strike price level (marketing loan
alternative) agree:
• For com, to purchase at least one March
1995 CBOT put option with a strike price to
be announced. The strike price was $2.00
last year. The increase in the CCC loan
rate from $1.72 to $1.89 may result in a
higher strike price this year.
• For soybeans, to purchase at least one
March 1995 CBOT put option with a strike
price to be announced later.
• For wheat in Kansas, to purchase at least
one December 1994 KCBOT put option with
a strike price to be announced later. The
strike price was $2.90 last year. The
increase in the loan rate from $2.45 to
$2.58 may result in a higher strike price this
year.
• For wheat producers in North Dakota, to
purchase at least one December 1994 MGE
put option with a strike price to be
announced later.
• For all commodities, to purchase options
anytime during the period when the crop is
eligible to be pledged for CCC price support
loan; (i.e., after harvest and before options
expire).
• To forego CCC price support loan program
and loan deficiency benefits with respect to
bushels in the GPP.
• To forego participation at the target price
equivalent strike price level (target price
alternative) with respect to such bushels.
Bushels in this alternative are eligible for
regular price deficiency payments.
Qualifying put options must be purchased
through a separate account with a registered
commodity broker.
Producers participating in the OPP will be
reimbursed by the CCC for the cost of the put
option premium. The producer agrees that the
sum of the premium subsidies earned on the
target price put options and the total amount of
deficiency payments earned for all
commodities may not exceed $50,000. For
the loan equivalent put options, the producer
agrees that the sum of the premium subsidy
earned and the total amount of Findley,
deficiency payments, loan deficiency
payments, and marketing loan gains received
for all commodities may not exceed $75,000.
Before the CCC will reimburse the producers
for the cost of the premium of the put options,
the producer will provide to CCC documentary
evidence of the purchase that indicates the
name and address of the broker or brokerage
firm, the producer's account number, the
commodity, the date of purchase, the number
of 5,000 bushel put option contracts, and the
premium paid.
The producer is not required to maintain
beneficial interest in the crop after it is priced
to maintain the put options. Pricing is defined
to include standard cash or forward contracts
with licensed grain dealers, short hedges in
the futures market, hedged-to-arrive contracts,
minimum price contracts, etc. Unlike last year,
sales to another farmer and feeding to
livestock do not constitute pricing.
Producers who comply with all the terms and
conditions of the OPP agreement will receive
an incentive payment equal to $0.05 per
bushel for purchasing the put options. Last
year participants in the target price alternative
received a $.15 payment.
Before CCC will reimburse a producer's
incentive payment, the producer shall provide
to CCC copies of documentation evidencing ail
transactions made under the producer's
brokerage account, including both opening
(purchase) and closing (sale) of the futures
option position.
The incentive payment will be paid at the
expiration of the options program agreement,
after all participation requirements have been
fulfilled and the options position has been
closed through either selling the put option,
exercising the put option, or allowing the put
option to expire. This is different than last
year, when payment was made after all
transactions were completed, whether or not
the program had expired.
A producer will not receive an incentive
payment if the options position is closed
before the producer prices the grain unless the
pricing occurs in the last two weeks of trading
of the options contract.
The producer is responsible for all transaction
costs of purchasing put options including, but
not limited to, brokerage fees, transaction
taxes, and other costs.
Total program participation with respect to
corn and wheat for both the target price and
the price support levels will be limited to no
more than 60 million bushels. Each county's
share of this limit will be allocated based on
the total program production of corn or wheat
in the 1990-1992 crop years. If more bushels
are enrolled than are allocated to a county, a
drawing will be held to determine participants
within each county.
With respect to each producer, the maximum
quantity eligible for target price put options is
limited to the quantity determined by
multiplying the participants 1994 production
adjustment payment acres and program yield.
The quantity eligible for price support put
options is limited to the actual production
eligible to be pledged as collateral for a CCC
price support loan. Additionally, the total
quantity of corn enrolled in the OPP per
participant shall not exceed 10 contracts
(50,000 bushels). The total quantity of wheat
and soybeans enrolled shall not exceed 3
contracts (15,000 bushels).
The quantity of commodities enrolled in the
OPP are ineligible to be pledged as collateral
for CCC price support loans, including Farmer
Owner Reserve Loans. In addition, no loan
deficiency payments shall be made with
respect to such commodities.
Participation in OPP is on a producer basis.
When purchasing put options, producers
enrolled may use bushels derived from their
share of production from the farm, or
production from multiple farms. However,
multiple producers on the same farm may not
combine production in order to participate.
Production not enrolled in the OPP will be
eligible for the regular price deficiency
payment and marketing loan programs.
If, for the target price participant, the acreage
enrolled in the 1994 production adjustment
program which is used in determining
deficiency payments, is less than the intended
payment acreage, the CCC will collect the
excess premium issued at the time the actual
payment acreage is reported by the producer.
No incentive payment will be issued with
respect to the overstated acreage. However,
the producer will be allowed to keep the put
option with respect to the additional bushels.
The producer will not be allowed to increase
the quantity of the commodity enrolled in the
program if, for target price participation, the
acreage enrolled in the 1994 production
adjustment program which is used in
determining deficiency payments is more than
the intended payment acreage.
A corn or wheat producer must have a crop
acreage base in order to participate in the
program at the target price level. However, a
producer planting corn on a farm with a grain
sorghum crop acreage base, who reports such
acreage is corn for purpose of participating in
the 1994 ARP for grain sorghum, may
participate in the OPP at the price support
level for corn.
Producers enrolled in the OPP at the target
price level who have received an advance
deficiency payment on production enrolled in
OPP will have such an amount deducted from
the premium earned for the put option. The
advance deficiency payment for 1994 is $.20
per bushel for corn and $.425 for wheat.
In the event that CCC disaster assistance is
available with respect to the 1994 crops of
wheat, corn, or soybeans, to producers
participating in OPP at the target price level,
such producers must refund any premium
subsidies and incentive payments received on
any bushels of enrolled commodities that
receive disaster assistance from CCC.
TO PARTICIPATE IN OPP, THE PRODUCER
AGREES TO ATTEND NOT LESS THAN ONE
INFORMATIONAL SESSION DEVELOPED BY
THE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
OF THE USDA. ATTENDANCE IS
REQUIRED FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS.
ATTENDANCE AT LAST YEAR'S SESSION
DOES NOT QUALIFY.
You will be notified of the times and location of
the informational sessions as soon as they are
scheduled.
If a producer enrolled in OPP is not in
compliance with the provisions of the 1994
production adjustment program for wheat or
corn, as applicable, the producer will be
required to repay any premiums and incentive
payments made, in addition to any damages
determined in accordance with the provisions
of such program agreement.
Issued by:
Darrel Good
University of Illinois
William Uhrig
Purdue University
ENROLLMENT FOR OPP WILL BE AT THE
SAME TIME AS SIGN UP FOR THE 1994
ARP.
Robert Wisner
Iowa State University
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Close Out Com Puts or Hold On?
With the sharp break in corn prices, $2.90 December
put options have increased in value [69 cents at this
writing], if you still own put options and the corn
represented by the puts, you have two decisions —
what to do with the puts and what to do with the corn.
The rules of the GPP allow you to price corn and
continue to hold the options. However, if you sell the
options without pricing the corn, you forfeit the 5 cent
incentive payment. The condition of the corn crop
continues to improve, with 86 percent rated in good to
excellent condition as of July 17. The USDA has
projected a 9 billion bushel corp and some private
analysts have raised the projection to 9.4 billion. With
a crop of that size, there is potential for a further
modest decline in corn prices.
If futures prices continue to decline, the $2.90
December put options will increase in value, except for
further deterioration in time value. Presently, the time
value is only .5 cents per bushel, so that holding the
option does not pose much of a risk. Continuing to
hokj both the options and corn wouki provide protection
from further price declines. Pricing corn now and
hokjing on to the puts would convert your option hedge
to a speculative p>osition. If prices do decline further,
you have protected form the lower prices by pricing
now and would also gain from an increase in the value
of the put options. The risk exposure, then, woukj
come from rising prices. By pricing corn now, there
woukJ be no benefit from rising prices and there woukJ
be no benefit from rising prices and there wouki be a
loss incrred from declining put option premiums.
Conversion to a speculative position wouki also create
the risk for capital loss tax exposure.
In evaluating alternatives, we have examined the
behavior of Decemt)er corn futures form early July
through maturity over the past 20 years. Based on
historical patterns, the odds of moving back to or
exceeding June highs are low. That has happened
only 30 percent of the time and was due to drought in
the Midwest. Widespread drought is not an issue this
year.
Chances of some improvement in prices from July to
the end of the calendar year are good. Over the past
20 years, prices have shown at least temporary
improvement from the level of early July 60 percent of
the time. The timing of the strength has varied from
August until harvest. Higher futures prices wouki result
in a decline in option premium values.
If you have already priced corn and soki the December
$2.90 put options, shoukJ you re-own corn by
purchasing call options? At this writing, at the money
December call options had a premium of 8.5 cents,
while March at the money call options were priced at
10.25 cents. While the total premium is relatively small,
downside price risk may not be much greater than the
cost of the options. You might find ownership of
futures to be a better form of ownership. You coukJ
risk December futures to about $2.10 without being
worse off than ownership of a $2.20 December call.
[Wisner]
Loan Rate Alternative for Winter Wheat Producers
Producers who enrolled in the loan rate alternative
portion of the Options Pilot Program now have an
opportunity to purchase $3.00 December put options at
the Kansas City Board of Trade. To buy puts, wheat
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must be eligible for the regular CCC loan program —
i.e. in storage and owned by the producer. At this
writing, the premium for $3.00 December puts was 2
cents per t>ushel. The producer will be reimt>ursed the
amount of the premium and will receive a 5 cent
incentive payn^ent, for a total of 7 cents, less
commission fees.
Currently the futures market is offering little or no
storage payment for hard red winter wheat. As of this
writing, September futures were trading 4 cents at>ove
Decemt>er futures at Kansas City. Currently, the basis
for March 1995 wheat in many locations in western
Kansas is atx)ut 5 to 10 cents stronger than average.
The strong t>asis and inverted futures market is telling
you not to store wheat. An alternative to consider is to
sell the wheat represented by the $3.00 put options,
sell the $3.00 December put option, and buy at-the-
money March $3.40 call options, currently with a
premium of 20 cents. If you think there is significant
downside price potential, you coukJ buy out-of-the-
money calls for less premium. However, if downside
risk is large, why are you hokiing wheat?
As a result of the proposed strategy, you have grained
7 cents from the put option transaction and at>out 8 to
10 cents from the stronger than expected basis.
Assuming a normal basis, those gains effectively
reduce the cost of the March $3.50 call option by 15 to
17 cents, for a net cost of 3 to 5 cents. The March call
option will protect you from a suk)sequent price increase
that coukJ reduce the deficiency payment. Those calls
also allow you to "store" the wheat until February 19,
1995 with no interest or storage costs. If you do not
buy the $3.00 Decemt)er put options, you give up 7
cents, incur storage and interest costs, and retain the
risk that wheat prices decline. If you plan to store
wheat, you will probably want to retain ownership of the
put options. However, a 45 cent decline in December
futures woukj be required before the $3.00 December
put options gain any intrinsic value. [Barnaby]
Keep Storage Costs in Mind When Holding Grain
Storing wheat on the farm from harvest until January
couki cost about $.16 per bushel in properly designed
storage facilities. To cover storage costs, a farmer
woukJ have to receive an additional $.16 per bushel in
January, compared to the selling price for delivery off
the combine in August. A farmer woukJ need an
additional $.12 per bushel for barley and $.09 per
bushel for oats.
Storing sunflowers on the farm from harvest in October
until May couW est about $.53 per hundredweight. The
cost couU be about $.16 per bushel for corn and $.31
for soybeans.
Notice that these costs t>egin at harvest and are
relevant to storage decisions made before the grain is
actually put in the bin twcause they include in/out
charges. These in/out charges are important to the
storage decision only before the grain is in the bin.
Once the grain is in the bin, the in/out cost is not
important to the storage decision since part of it has
already been incurred and the remainder will t>e
incurred regardless of when the grain is hauled out.
Total in/out costs were estimated to be $.075 per
bushel for wheat, $.08 for corn, $.065 for barley and
oats, $.11 for soybeans, and $.16 per hundredweight
for sunfk)wers. This first category of costs includes
operating and repairing the equipment, handling shrink,
insurance, management, labor, and trucking.
Change in storage costs from one month to the next
depends partly on crop prices. For this analysis, the
costs were based on average prices of $3.10 per
bushel for wheat, $2.00 for corn, $1 .75 for barley, $1 .05
for oats, $5.20 for soybeans and $9.75 per
hundredweight for sunflowers.
Change in storage costs also depend on interest rates.
A "second" category of costs included interest on
investment in the grain in storage and storage shrink.
Interest on investment was based on a blend of the
CCC loan interest rate of 5.25 percent and a bank loan
annual interest rate of 9.5 percent. For those
producers with no debt, the interest rate woukJ be the
potential rate of return from an investment of the
proceeds of a grain sale.
Comt)ined costs from both the first and second
categories of costs are important to decisions made
prior to harvest. When comt>ined, they ttecome
cumulative variable monthly on-farm storage costs
(Table 1).
Cumulative variable monthly on-farm storage costs that
are relevant to storage decisions made after the grain
is in the bin include only the total cost from the second
category (Table 2). Suppose that a decision is being
nDade in January whether to sell wheat for immediate
delivery or to store until May. An additional four
months of storage are t>eing considered. The relevant
total storage charge to consider in this decision would
t>e about $.07 per bushel.
If storage is essential to harvesting efficiency, some
producers may choose to include category one costs
and several months of category two costs as
harvesting costs instead of storage costs.
Suppose that a producer stores wheat to improve
harvesting efficiency and that fiekl work prevents him
from delivering wheat to the elevator until November.
If a decision is being nr^e in Noven'>t>er to either seH
wheat for immediate delivery or to store until January,
an additional two months of storage is being
considered. The relevant total storage charge to
consider in this decision would be approximately $.034
per bushel.
On-farm storage costs were discussed here for existing
facilities only. If a new bin is being considered, refer to
NDSU Extension Circular EC-801 for guidance in
determining storage costs. Also, if the grain is stored
in the elevator, the cost of storage per month is the rate
specified by the elevator plus an interest cost. The
monthly interest cost is the cash grain price times the
interest rate. [Flaskerud]
Option Strategy to Increase Floor Level Prices
With options available on futures contracts, elevator
managers have developed a marketing alternative
called Minimum Price Contracts (MPC's). The major
advantage of the MPC is they offer "insurance", or set
a price floor and allow the producer to receive the
benefits if the futures prices increase. Like other types
of insurance, the producer does not want to collect —
but wants prices to rise, and to rise sharply. If that
happens, the producer receives a higher price than the
n>inimum price guaranteed in the original contract.
As the futures price rises, the price that can be locked
in at a given time by exiting the MPC continues to rise
above the minimum price established by the MPC.
There is no guarantee that prices will remain at the
higher level. They couki fall back to the level that
existed when the MPC was signed. The volatile prices
that occurred in June are a good example. The MPC
will protect the producer form lower prices. The higher
prices go, the more the producer is at risk of a sharp
decline and a lost opportunity for receiving the higher
prices.
One alternative is to lock in the higher price. In this
case, the contract becomes a fixed price contract and
the producer is simply out of the market as the MPC is
complete.
There is a way to capture the gain and stay eligible to
share in the potential of further price increase in the
futures markets. This is done by "rolling up" the
minimum price to a new higher level. This reduces the
exposure of a price decline to the differer)ce between
the market price and the r>ew fkxtr price. There is a
cost to this as shown in the example bek)w.
Assume the original minimum price contract was based
on an at-the-money July com call option with a $2.50
strike price that was purchased for a 15 cent premium.
If July futures rally, say 40 cents, then the premiums
woukj also increase. Assume the July $2.50 call
prenrtium is now 42 cents and the July $2.90 call
premium is 13 cents.
To "roll up" the minimum price level the grain buyer
wouU sell the July $2.50 call for 42 cents and buy the
July $2.90 call for 13 cents for a gain of 29 cents. The
minimum price contract is now based on a July $2.90
call option. If futures continue higher, further gains will
be based on the value of the $2.90 call. If futures
decline, the risk will be limited to a maximum of the
premium paid for the July $2.90 call (.13). The overall
net return is the minimum 29 cents in this example
(.42-.13), less commissions.
If futures had never rallied in the first place, the
maximum risk woukJ be limited to the initial premium of
15 cents. If the futures price continues higher, the floor
price can be increased by "rolling up" again. If the
minimum price contract is getting close to expiration,
the contract can also be "rolled out" to a more distant
month by selling t>ack the original option and buying a
higher strike price using a more deferred contract
month. This will lock in the difference between the two
premiums. If the market does not move higher from
this point, the final gain will be the gain realized from
the roll-up.
Thus, once the producer signs a MPC he needs to
continue to monitor both the futures prices and the
option premium for various strike prices. This will help
identify both pricing and profit opportunities. [Uhrig]
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Table 1. Cumulative variable monthly on-famn storage costs prior to harvest (including in/out charges).
Months in
Storage Wheat Corn Bariey Oats Soybeans Sunflower
ii/bu) ($^u) ($A)u) ($/bu) ($/bu) ($ycwi)
1 0.0917 0.0901 0.0770 0.0690 0.1404 0.2129
2 0.1088 0.1017 0.0868 0.0746 0.1686 0.2659
3 0.1259 0.1133 0.0967 0.0803 0.1969 0.3190
4 0.1431 0.1249 0.1065 0.0860 0.2252 0.3720
5 0.1602 0.1365 0.1163 0.0917 0.2535 0.4250
6 0.1773 0.1481 0.1262 0.0974 0.2817 0.4781
7 0.1945 0.1597 0.1360 0.1031 0.3100 0.5311
8 0.2116 0.1713 0.1459 0.1088 0.3383 0.5841
9 0.2287 0.1829 0.1557 0.1144 0.3665 0.6372
10 0.2459 0.1945 0.1655 0.1201 0.3948 0.6902
11 0.2630 0.2061 0.1754 0.1258 0.4231 0.7432
12 0.2801 0.2177 0.1852 0.1315 0.4514 0.7963
I
Table 2. Cumulative variable monthly on-farm storage costs after the grain Is in the bin.
Months in
Storage Wheat Corn Bariey Oats Soybeans Sunflower
($/bu) ($/bu) ($ybu) ($/bu) {$/bu) ($/cwt)
1 0.0171 0.0116 0.0098 0.0057 0.0283 0.0530
2 0.0343 0.0232 0.0197 0.0114 0.0565 0.1061
3 0.0514 0.0348 0.0295 0.0171 0.0848 0.1591
4 0.0685 0.0464 0.0394 0.0227 0.1131 0.2121
5 0.0857 0.0580 0.0492 0.0284 0.1414 0.2652
6 0.1028 0.0696 0.0591 0.0341 0.1696 0.3182
7 0.1199 0.0812 0.0689 0.0398 0.1979 0.3712
8 0.1371 0.0928 0.0787 0.0455 0.2262 04243
9 0.1542 0.1044 0.0886 0.0512 0.2544 0.4773
10 0.1713 0.1160 0.0984 0.0569 0.2827 0.5303
11 1884 0.1276 0.1083 0.0625 0.3110 0.5834
12 0.2056 0.1392 0.1181 0.0682 0.3393 06364
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LOAN RATE ALTERNATIVE AND
MARKETING STRATEGIES FOR SPRING
WHEAT PRODUCERS
Spring wheat producers enrolled In the loan rate
alternative of the OPP need to evaluate the
purchase of December 1994 put options on the
Minneapolis Grain Exchange (MGE). Producers
had until April 29 to sign-up for the loan rate
alternative and to indicate how many bushels they
intended to enroll. A modification of the program
allowed producers until May 25 to increase the
bushels they intended to enroll.
Under the loan rate altemative, the producer Is
eligible to buy the options once the crop is
harvested. However, the producer is not required
to buy options on any of the bushels they intended
to enroll.
On the bushels which are actually enrolled, the
producer must forego the regular CCC price
support loan program and any loan deficiency
payment. The producer remains eligible for the
target price deficiency payment.
Participation in the program is official only when
the options are purchased and reported to ASCS.
The options may be purchased anytime between
harvest and expiration of the put option which is
November 18. The put option purchased must be
for a $3.00 strike price.
Producers will be reimbursed by ASCS for the
cost of the put option premium. Producers must
provide ASCS with the appropriate evidence of the
purchase within 2 weeks of the purchase.
A 5 cent per enrolled bushel incentive payment
will be paid to the producer during December if
the rules are properiy followed. During the last
two weeks of trading, November 7-18, the put
option can be sold or exercised or allowed to
expire without any of the wheat being priced.
Prior to that time, the wheat must be priced before
the option is sold, exercising is not permitted. The
grain may be priced by cash sale, forward
contract, hedged-to-arrive contract, minimum price
contract (MPC), or by selling a futures contract on
the MGE.
The value of the December $3.00 put option was
very low as of August 30, so if put options are
purchased they might as well be held until
expiration regardless of the pricing strategy. This
would save a part of the transaction fee while
providing price protection. If it expires worthless,
the put option net retum would be the 5 cent
incentive payment less about a 1 cent transaction
fee, in effect, 4 cents per bushel which is $200 per
contract.
If a producer has an operating loan with an annual
interest rate of about 9.5 percent and if the
producer intends to store the wheat for more than
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about 4.5 months, then a CCC loan under the
regular program may be a more profitable strategy
than participation in the loan rate alternative of the
OPP. The savings in interest costs on the grain in
storage begins to exceed 4 cents per bushel at
about 4.5 months after a CCC loan is taken out
which would have to be shortly after the grain is
harvested. Funds from the CCC loan would need
to be used to repay all or part of any loans with a
higher interest rate.
For good quality unharvested spring wheat, pricing
a portion of anticipated total production on a MPC
for delivery off the combine may be the
appropriate strategy. The basis is stronger than
average for number 1 milling quality wheat with 14
percent or better protein, and the cost of the MPC
may be similar to the cost of on-farm storage.
Most of any increase in the futures price can be
captured with the MPC and price risk is
eliminated. This strategy may also fit very well
with cash flow needs. The March option would be
suggested for the MPC.
For the lower quality unharvested spring wheat or
for wheat already in the bin, storage until the
October-December period may be the best
strategy. This was a profitable time to sell in 1993
as it has been in many other years. Cash market
prices net of discounts must be closely watched
for an opportunity to sell the lower quality wheat.
Stronger wheat prices are anticipated because of
disappointing U.S. and especially foreign wheat
crops. As a result, ending stocks of U.S. wheat
were forecast in August to be 605 million bushels
(25 percent of total use) in 1994-95 compared to
the forecast in July of 669 million bushels and 571
million bushels (23 percent of total use) in
1993-94. At the worid level, the forecast for
ending stocks, 124.9 million metric tons (mmt),
remained about the same as in July, but was
down considerably from the last two years.
Ending stocks were 143.3 mmt last year and
148.2 mmt the year before.
Australia is expected to have major production
problems, according to USDA's August Supply
and Demand Report. A wheat crop of 12.5 mmt
is now expected compared to 15.5 mmt in July
and 17.9 mmt last year. Canada's crop at a
forecasted 24 mmt deteriorated only a little since
the July report. It is down significantly from the
27.8 mmt produced last year, but mostly from
reduced acres. The situation in the European
Union, another major export competitor, is about
the opposite of that in Canada. Production there
is forecast at 82.4 mmt compared to 82 mmt in
July and 80.2 mmt a year ago.
Major sales could be made to China. Production
in China is forecast at 103 mmt, down significantly
from last year's 106.4 mmt. China is expected to
import 7 mmt versus 4.5 mmt last year.
Production in the former Soviet Union is down
,
sharply from a year ago, 72 mmt this year versus \
82.2 mmt last year. But, USDA is projecting that
their imports will increase by a very small amount,
increasing from 12.7 mmt in 1993-94 to 13.1 mmt
in 1994-95. Significant decreases in grain for feed
use have reduced import needs. Also,
hard-currency shortages and debts have limited
imports. [Flaskerud]
MARKETING LOAN VERSUS LOAN RATE
OPTIONS FOR CORN
As eligible producers contemplate the use of the
loan rate altennative under the Options Pilot
Program, they should be aware of changes in the
regular Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) loan
program for the 1994 crop. In addition, there is a
change in the base period for determining the
target price deficiency payment.
The CCC loan program for the 1994 crop is a
marketing loan. There are at least three
altemative ways a producer might use the
mari^eting loan. The first altemative is to use the
CCC loan on stored com. In this case, com is
harvested, placed in storage (either on farm or In
commercial storage) and a CCC loan secured.
Commercial stored grain must be on a negotiable
warehouse receipt. The CCC loan is for a 9-
month period, but can be repaid at any time
during the loan period. The loan may be repaid at
the lesser of the county loan rate plus accrued
interest or the posted county price (PCP). If
repaid at the PCP, no interest charges are made.
Once the loan is repaid, the com can be sold or
can remain in storage. The posted county price is
calculated each afternoon and is effective for the
following day.
If a producer chooses to repay the loan at the
PCP, a CCC form 681-1 must be filed with the
county ASCS office. That form "locks in" that
day's PCP for 30 days. If the loan is not repaid
within 30 days, the application expires.
A second altemative for stored com is to apply for
a loan deficiency payment (LDP) rather than
placing com under loan and then repaying the
loan. In this instance, a producer chooses to be
paid the difference between the posted county
price and the county loan rate on a particular day.
The producer must have beneficial interest in the
com at the time the LDP is established. That is,
the com must be eligible for loan even though the
loan will not be taken. The com may have been
forward contracted for future delivery at a specific
price and still be eligible for the LDP. Once an
LDP is established for a given quantity of com,
those bushels are no longer eligible for the CCC
loan. The producer may sell the com or continue
to store the com.
Obviously, if the PCP is above the county loan
rate on the day of delivery, no LDP will be made.
In order to receive the LDP, the producer must
provide ASCS with proof of delivery, most likely a
settlement sheet from the buyer. The LDP will be
considered ordinary income in the year the
payment is made. However, ASCS will not make
the payment until the producer provides proof of
delivery. Proof must be provided by March 1995.
The field direct LDP application is binding but can
be revised or terminated prior to harvest.
CHECK WITH YOUR COUNTY ASCS TO
VERIFY DETAILS OF THE MARKETING LOAN
AND LOAN DEFICIENCY PAYMENT.
For the 1994 com crop, the deficiency payment
will be based on the lesser of the average price
during the first 5 months of the marketing year
(September 1994-January 1995) plus 7 cents per
bushel or the 12 month average martlet price.
The magnitude of the final payment, then, will not
be known until October 1995. The ASCS
indicates that they intend to make an interim
payment in March 1995. [Good]
A third altemative is referred to as the field direct
loan deficiency payment. This altemative can be
used for com that is otherwise eligible for the CCC
loan but will be delivered to the buyer rather than
placed in storage. This may be com that was
forward priced before harvest or is being sold
directly out of the field. To be eligible for the LDP
on a field direct basis, a producer must file a CCC
form 709 with the county ASCS prior to the start
of harvest. The magnitude of the LDP, if one is
made, is the difference between the PCP and
county loan rate on the day the com is delivered.
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Still Holding $2.90 December Corn Puts?
For those who are still holding $2.90 com target
price puts, you are faced with the question of
whether to sell now or continue holding. At this
writing, your puts are worth $.73 per bushel,
exactly equal their intrinsic value. That's probably
considerably more than you paid for them last
spring. Will their value increase further? That
depends on time value and the trend of the
December futures prices. December futures are
trading at $2.17 per bushel. That is $.73 below
your strike price. There is no time value reflected
in the premium, so you do not have to worry about
losing time value if you continue to hold your puts.
The main consideration in whether to continue
holding or close them out now is the likely trend of
the December futures.
After a brief rally on the day of the September
crop report, the mari^et has lost about $.08 per
bushel. The grain trade recognizes that we will
soon be moving from a very tight old-crop supply
situation to a much more plentiful new crop
supply, and that the crop may come close to the
1992 record in size. An immediate down-side
price objective on December futures appears to be
the late July low of $2.15 on December futures,
$.02 below the current market. That would almost
certainly boost your $2.90 put value by around
$.02. Another possible down-side objective in the
next few weeks as harvesting accelerates is the
fall 1992 low of approximately $2.05 per bushel.
That would generate an additional ten cents
increase in the value of $2.90 puts beyond the
July lows on the December futures.
In short, your decision of whether to sell $2.90
com puts now or continue holding depends on
how bearish you are on December futures prices.
With a crop that is rapidly progressing beyond the
risk of frost damage, risks of holding another two
or three weeks look low. If the price objectives we
have noted are reached, lower cash prices will be
approximately offset by increased option values,
except for possible basis weakness. Meanwhile,
you might want to consider protecting against
further weakness in cash prices through increased
forward sales, either for harvest delivery or later
delivery if you have or can get storage. [Wisner]
Should You Use the OPP Marketing Loan
Alternative?
Com growers who originally planned to use the
marketing loan alternative in OPP may want to
take a careful look at potential returns. Potential
returns are complicated this year by the prospect
that the marketing loan may be activated briefly in
the westem Com Belt, and possibly also in
Indiana and Illinois. Analysis of potential OPP
returns needs to be contrasted with potential
returns from using the mari<eting loan if it is
activated.
A logical starting point in this comparison is to
look at the marketing loan potential. With the
mari<eting loan, if you choose that instead of the
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OPP alternative, you can take out a CCC loan and
repay it at the posted county price (PCP) if the
PCP is below the loan rate plus accrued interest.
That process allows you to pocket the difference
between the loan rate and the PCP, in effect
adding it to your com price. If you think your PCP
might go below the loan rate, check out required
paperwork for the marketing loan or the Loan
Deficiency Payment alternative (LDP) with ASCS
as soon as possible. The LDP lets you get the
benefit of the Marketing Loan without actually
putting the grain under loan.
On September 22, com prices in most Iowa
counties were 9 to 12 cents away from triggering
the com Marketing Loan. The ASCS's Posted
County Price in most counties was running 8 to 15
cents above new-crop cash com prices. If it were
adjusted to be equal to the cash price, several
counties would already have the marketing loan
activated. Judging from the PIC and Roll
experience of 1986-1988, ASCS could decide to
adjust PCP differentials off major terminal martlets
to bring PCPs into line with cash prices. That
alone, if it happens, could generate 1 to 6 cents
retum for the marketing loan.
The next question to ask is what is the down-side
potential on cash com prices? When harvesting
reaches a peak across the Midwest, assuming
continued favorable weather, we see additional
downward potential on cash com prices of 8 to 12
cents per bushel in many areas. That would
translate into added potential for the marketing
loan, but only if ASCS adjusts the PCP-to-terminal
differentials. Without an ASCS adjustment, the
decline in cash prices would generate only about
a break-even position in the marketing loan, at
least in most of Iowa, including Boone, Grundy
and Hardin counties, which were all showing
PCP's 1 1 cents over the loan rate at this writing.
Cash prices in these counties were 8, 7, and 12
cents, respectively, below PCP's.
Now let's look at the OPP marketing loan
alternative. At this writing, ASCS has not yet
announced the strike prices for the com and
soybean marketing loan altematives. For com, we
are using a March put strike price of $2.10 in our
examples. On September 21, at the close, the
March 1995 com futures were at $2.2775 and the
$2.10 put had a premium of $.02 per bushel.
December com has technical down-side objectives
of $2.05 to $2.10, down from $2.1775 on
September 21 . If realized, the March futures likely
would drop down to around $2.15 to $2.20. That
would still be above the $2.10 strike price, so the
March put would continue to have no intrinsic
value. However, its premium might increase one
to four cents for a short time. Your potential
retums for the OPP marketing loan altemative
would range from the current $.02 plus the $.05
incentive payment minus your trading cost, to
possibly an additional $.01 to $.04 on top of this,
with good harvesting weather and com futures
prices drifting down to or near the 1992 harvest
low.
In summary, at this writing, picking up a few extra
cents from the OPP marketing loan altemative
looks to be a higher probability than picking up a
few extra cents from the marketing loan or LDP.
However, that conclusion would be reversed if
ASCS decides to adjust Posted County Price
differentials from terminal markets to align them
with local cash prices. It should be cautioned that
if you use the OPP marketing loan altemative,
normal post-harvest price pattems say you should
close out the puts this fall, probably near the end
of harvest, when prices are near a seasonal low.
For soybeans, your decision on whether to use
OPP (if you are in eligible counties in Illinois)
depends on how low you think March futures will
go and what you have to pay your broker to buy
and sell puts for you. ASCS has not yet
announced the soybean OPP strike price, but it is
expected to be $5.25 on the March puts. The
$5.25 March soybean puts currently are trading at
$.05, with the underiying futures at $5.74. All of
the option premium is time value. The chances of
$5.25 March puts developing intrinsic value
(exercise value) even with a record crop look very
low, since March futures would have to drop
below $5.25 for that to happen. If you can trade
puts for less than the $.05 ASCS incentive
payment and can trade in and out of the options
quickly, there should be a small incentive to use
the soybean OPP. However, holding your March
put into the winter looks to be quite risky. The
normal seasonal trend of prices after harvest and
the declining time value as the option moves
toward maturity would work against you.
If you would otherwise store your beans under the
CCC loan program, OPP gains should be
compared with interest advantage lost from having
to give up the CCC loan. That would be about 1.5
cents per month for each month you would have
stored under the loan program. [Wisner]
Pricing Winter Wheat
Those winter wheat producers in the OPP have
now sold their target price puts. Most of those
puts were sold for 70 to 90 cents. The KSU
estimated deficiency payment on the balance of
any payment bushels is between 65 to 70 cents.
Kansas City December wheat closed at $4.02 on
Friday, September 23. The last time Kansas City
nearby wheat futures closed above $4.00 was
during the week of March 27, 1992, at $4.03.
That occurred in a down trending market following
the high set at $4.67 during the week of February
14, 1992.
money March call options. Growers may "waste"
their money on those calls, but they will have sold
their wheat at near market tops. If the market
rally continues, they will gain part of that rally from
the calls and they will have more bushels to sell at
the higher prices.
If you are slightly bearish and would like to add to
old crop sales beyond 50 percent, then do it. You
should cover those sales with March $4.10 call
options just in case this is a false top. The reason
for the "near" at-the-money call is in case the
market does go on up. One would liquidate half
of the calls at $4.35 and the other half at $4.60.
If the market falls, then you have sold the rest of
the crop at about 15 cents off of the high, i.e. the
cost of the call options. Growers will probably be
able to deduct the premium for income tax
purposes. [Barnaby]
Growers may currently sell their wheat for about
$4.00 plus an expected 65 cent deficiency
payment, less basis. For many cash markets that
would represent a cash price equal to about $4.25
to $4.35. Those growers in the OPP will have
locked in their deficiency payment. Therefore,
they do not have the forecast risk on the
deficiency payment.
Most growers can make a profit at current price
levels. For those growers that have not sold any
of their 1994 wheat, it must be assumed they are
holding for $5.00 wheat! It is unnecessary to hold
for $5.00. An alternative is to sell part of the crop
and cover those sales by purchasing out of the
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Loan Rate Alternative — Corn and Soybeans
Producers who enrolled corn or soybeans (Illinois only)
in the loan rate alternative of the GPP are eligible to
purchase the put options once the crop is eligible for
the CCC loan. For corn, producers must purchase
March 1995 put options with a strike price of $2.20.
For soybeans, producers must purchase March 1995
options with a strike price of $5.25. Eligible producers
must decide: 1) whether to purchase the put options or
enroll in the regular marketing loan program and 2)
what strategy to follow if the options are purchased.
The decision to purchase the options requires a
comparison of benefits of the two programs. The
benefits of the OPP include the $.05 incentive payment
and the selling price (premium) of the put options. As
of October 21, March $2.20 corn puts had a value of
$.04 per bushel, while the March $5.25 soybean puts
had a value of $.03 per bushel. A producer who
bought put options, sold the crop represented by the
put options, and sold the put options all the same day
would net about $.08 per bushel for corn and about
$.07 per bushel for soybeans, after commissions.
Since the ASCS announced the strike prices on
October 7, the premiums for March $2.20 corn put has
varied by about $.03 and March $5.25 soybean puts
have varied by about $.0575 per bushel (Table 1). Put
premium have been more stable than the value of
March futures, particularly for soybeans. The closing
price of March corn futures varied by $.0475 during the
last two weeks, while the March soybean futures varied
b> almost $.21 per bushel.
The benefits of participating in the regular marketing
loan may be twofold. First, the interest rate on a CCC
loan is well below the market interest rate. Second, the
producer may capture a marketing loan gain under the
regular program, if the posted county price (PCP) drops
under the county loan rate. To date, PCP's for corn
have been $.01 to $.03 under the county loan rate on
occasion. Currently, PCP's for soybeans are above the
loan rate. Depending on how early in the marketing
year the producer captures a marketing loan gain, or
accepts the loan deficiency payment (LDP), the benefit
of the low interest CCC loan could be quite small.
Based on current values, the marketing loan gain or
LDP would have to exceed $.08 for corn and $.07 for
soybeans to equal the benefit of the OPP. If a
marketing loan gain or LDP is not taken, then the
benefits of the lower interest rate would have to equal
that total. With a 3 percentage point difference in the
CCC interest and market interest rate, the annual
difference in cost is about $.06 for corn (at a value of
$2.00) and about $.16 for soybeans (at a value of
$5.25). It appears that the OPP for corn is more
attractive than for soybeans.
For producers who decide to purchase the put options
under the loan rate alterative, what marketing strategy
is most attractive? Four basic alternatives are
available: 1) buy puts, price the crop, and sell the puts
all in a very short period of time; 2) buy puts, price the
crop, and hold the puts, 3) strategy 1 with reownership
of the crop; and 4) buy the puts and hold both the puts
and the crop.
Strategy 1 would result in a net price equal to the
current price ofthe crop (or forward price minus storage
costs) plus the net gain of trading the options ($.07 for
corn and $.08 for soybeans). Strategy 2 would be
followed if the producer thought prices would decline
significantly from current levels. If that occurs, the net
price received is the current price of the crop plus the
increase in value of the option. If prices follow a typical
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Table 1. Closing Prices: March 1995 Corn and Soybean Futures, March 95 $2.20 Corn Put Options,
and March 95 $5.25 Soybean Put Options'
—
Date
March 1995 Corn March 1995 Soybeans
Futures $2.20 Put Futures $5.25 Put
T ^^r t-)ushel
Sept 1 $2,3225 $.00875 $5.91 $.025
2 2.3325 .025 5.925 .025
6 2.3575 .02 5.9975 .02
7 2.37 .02 5.9675 .03
8 2.3525 .025 5.9225 .03
9 2.335 .0275 5.9225 .03
12 2.3625 .02125 5.975 .0275
13 2.35 .02375 5.9175 .03
14 2.32 .03 5.87 .03125
15 2.2825 .04625 5.7575 .04125
16 2.275 .04875 5.72 .05
19 2.2725 .05 5.73 .045
20 2.275 .05 5.7475 .045
21 2.2775 .0475 5.7675 .045
22 2.2725 .04625 5.73 .05
23 2.2675 .0475 5.745 .0475
26 2.2675 .04625 5.7425 .0475
27 2.2575 .05 5.7425 .0425
28 2.2475 .0525 5.685
29 2.245 .0575 5.64 .0575
30 2.2525 .055 5.5625 .07
Oct. 3 2.27 .0525 5.585 .0575
4 2.2725 .0475 5.565 .065
5 2.275 .045 5.555 .07
6 2.25 .0525 5.515 .08375
7 2.24 .05625 5.4775 .0875
10 2.235 .05625 5.5025 .0775
11 2.2375 .055 5.53 .07
12 2.255 .0475 5.575 .0525
13 2.275 .045 5.54 .055
14 2.2775 .03625 5.5875 .0475
17 2.2725 .0375 5.6275 .035
18 2.2575 .045 5.65 .035
19 2.255 .0475 5.6275 .035
20 2.2825 .035 5.71 .03
21 2.26 .04 5.7025 .03
Source: Wall Street Journal.
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large crop pattern, prices are probably near the low for
the year, making strategy 2 unattractive.
Strategy 3, allows the producer to capture the net gain
from trading the option and to speculate on higher
prices for corn and soybeans. Based on the previous
discussion of likely price patterns, this is an attractive
alternative. The cost of reownership will vary based on
method used — futures, cash contract, or call option. In
most cases, the cost of reownership will just about
offset the return from selling the option ($.04 on corn
and $.03 on soybeans). If call options are purchased,
the cost (premium plus commission) will be greater
than the value of the put options.
Strategy 4 allows the producer to capture the incentive
payment and to speculate on higher prices. The cost
of that speculation is the loss of time value in the
options (maximum of $.04 on corn and $.03 on
soybeans). At the same time, the producer has some
protection from lower prices by retaining ownership of
the put option. Strategy 4 is clearly the strategy of
choice for producers who have the crop storage and
are confident that prices are more likely to increase
than decrease. If the producer is wrong, losses are
less than with Strategy 3. Strategy 1 or 2 is
appropriate for those who believe prices will decline or
remain unchanged through February 1995. [Good]
Consider Rewarding Wheat Market
Gains With Sales
Wheat futures prices have increased considerably
during the past several months. Rewarding the market
with sales may be advisable during the
November-December period. Look at selling the lower
grades of wheat first since they have experienced the
greatest gain. Producers concerned about the
development of even stronger prices might consider a
minimum price contract or call option.
Exports are the key to price direction. If the pace of
exports improves, price increases will follow.
USDA left projected exports in the October Supply and
Demand report the same as in the September report.
This was disappointing to the trade since exports had
been very strong for several weeks prior to the report.
Consequently, the report was followed by lower prices.
As of October 25, prices had recovered about one-half
of the decline.
China is the wild card to exports and prices. According
to USDA, China will buy 10 million metric tons in the
world market. Media reports suggest that Canada will
ship them 4 to 6 mmt in 1994-95.
A 3 mmt Export Enhancement Program allocation is
available to China. Prices could move sharply higher
if the market perceives that China will buy considerably
more than that amount. As of October 13, they had
purchased 1 .209 mmt. The former Soviet Union had
purchased .628 mmt out of their 3 mmt allocation.
China and other countries could buy even more from us
than what USDA is projecting if Australia's wheat crop
and other wheat crops are significantly smaller than
expected. According to USDA, Australia will harvest 9
mmt which is 47 percent less than a year ago. This
information should already be reflected in the market.
Current prices appear attractive if USDA's projections
are on target. The five-day national average price was
$3.68 on October 24. USDA is projecting a seasonal
average farm price of $3.25-$3.65. In Valley City,
North Dakota between mid-July and mid-October,
Number 1 spring wheat increased in price from about
$3.00 to about $3.70, and Number 3 increased from
about $2.60 to about $3.60.
Producers can take advantage of current strong prices
and also benefit from higher prices with a minimum
price contract based on a March call option or by
selling cash wheat and buying a March call option.
Spending 10 cents would give the purchaser the right
to buy March futures in Minneapolis at $4.40.
Spending 17 cents would buy a $4.20 call. These were
the premiums when the March futures contract was at
$4.14 on October 25.
The October-December period was a good time to sell
wheat during 1993-94 in the eastern part of North
Dakota. Seasonal patterns based on prices over many
years favor this time period too. [FlaskerudjI
Review of Options Concepts
One of the goals of the OPP is to provide producers
first hand experience in using options as a substitute
for price support. As a by-product, it is desirable that
producers learn to use options as part of their
marketing program to maximize farm income and
reduce risk. To accomplish this, they must go beyond
buying an option, pricing their grain and selling the
option all the same day. They must become familiar
with the terminology, definitions, and theoretical
concepts of option pricing. On a limited scale, they
must operate the same way as an option trader.
Good traders approach options with a market outlook,
conviction, a profit objective, and a risk preference.
They have digested the conceptual base material and
formulate their own strategies. The value of options is
determined by the actions of option buyers and sellers.
There is a demand for options and a supply of options.
Where the two meet is where the market clearing price
is determined. The Black-Schoales formula is a
method for estimating this point and for showing how
this point fluctuates with changes in the underlying
futures, market volatility, and the progression of time.
The following information is adapted from "Agricultural
Options, Trading, Risk Management and Hedging", by
Christopher A. Bobin.
Concept of Delta and Gamma
Option premiums change as the underlying futures
change. The precise relationship is given by the
option's delta:
Q|x _ change in option premium
change in futures price
A positive sign is given to the delta of a long call and a
short put, as these are analogous to long futures
position. A trader will profit from an increase in the
underlying futures. A negative sign is given to the delta
of a long put and a short call as these are analogous to
short futures positions. A trader will profit from a fall in
the underlying futures. Delta can also be thought of as
the probability that an out-of-the-money option will
become an in-the-money option or that an in-the-money
option will stay in-the-money.
Delta is not a static value. As a call option goes from
out-of-the money to in-the-money, its delta will change
from less than .5 to greater than .5. The way to
anticipate the degree of change in delta is through the
concept of gamma:
annual price fluctuations in the market. Historical
volatility is a statistically computed measure of the
variation in the underlying futures price. The statistical
concept of standard deviation is used to calculate
historical volatility. A series of 20 data points is used
to make the calculation. In contrast, implied volatility is
the market volatility suggested by an option's premium.
An option pricing model (such as the Black-Shoales
modeO is used to plug in the strike price, futures price,
days to expiration, and interest rate, and then adjust
the volatility input until the theoretical premium equals
the premium currently trading in the market. The
volatility that equates the market premium with the
theoretical premium is the implied volatility of that
option. The implied volatility is the volatility consensus
of market participants.
Rising volatility increases the value of both puts and
calls while falling volatility has the opposite effect, all
other factors (futures price, time decay, and interest
rate) remaining constant. In that context, implied
volatility is a traders guide of how cheap or expensive
an option is.
A producer or trader will make money by being long
options when volatility is rising, or by being short
options when volatility is falling. If the price outlook for
the underlying futures was correct, the profit will be
greater than the delta suggested; if wrong the losses
will be less than the delta suggested.
Conversely, a trader loses money when long options
and volatility is falling or when short options and
volatility is rising. Again, if the price outlook for the
underlying futures was correct,, the gains will be less
than the delta suggested; if wrong, the loses will be
greater than the delta suggested. [Uhrig]
Gamma = change in delta
change in futures price
The gamma of a long call or a long put is positive while
the gamma of a short call or short put is negative.
Concept of Volatility
Volatility is one of the main concepts we must master
in option trading. Volatility is simply a measure of the
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